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Abstract - Big data is a relative term describing a situation 
where the volume, velocity and variety of data exceed an 
organization’s storage or compute capacity for accurate and 
timely decision making. In this article, the trends in big data 
are analyzed with respect to its characteristics. In addition the 
processing of data is discussed along with various methods 
and tools like Hadoop. This article also specifies the 
possibilities of big data in different application areas like IT, 
Fraud detection, Medical, Retail, Manufacturing, Real estate, 
Banking etc. 
Keywords: Big Data, Hadoop, 6C System, V3, Fraud 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The term “Big Data” refers to datasets whose size is 
beyond the ability of typical database software tools to 
capture, store, manage, and analyze [8]. But as technological 
advances improve our ability to exploit Big Data, potential 
privacy concerns could stir a regulatory backlash that would 
dampen the data economy and stifle innovation [9]. 

Big data technologies are a set of methodologies that 
describe a new generation of technologies and architectures, 
designed to economically extract value from very large 
volumes of a wide variety of data, by enabling high-velocity 
capture, discovery, and/or analysis [10].Basically, data is 
being produced at an ever increasing rate. This growth in 
data production is being driven by:  individuals and their 
increased use of media; organizations; the switch from 
analogue to digital technologies; and the proliferation of 
internet connected devices and systems.  

There has also been an acceleration in the proportion of 
machine-generated and unstructured data (photos , videos, 
social media feeds and so on) compared to structured data 
such that 80% or more of all data holdings are now 
unstructured and new approaches and technologies are 
required to access, link, manage and gain insight from these 
data sets[23].Variability. In addition to the speed at which 
data comes your way, the data flows can be highly variable – 
with daily, seasonal and event-triggered peak loads that can 
be challenging to manage [1]. 

II. BENEFITS OF BIG DATA

Organizations are developing a more complete 
understanding of their customers than ever before, as they 

better assemble the data available to them. Public health 
authorities, for example, have a need for more detailed 
information in order to better inform policy decisions related 
to managing their increasingly limited resources [5].  

The inability of an organization to benefit from the 
information it has access to or has generated in the past can 
result in what has been referred to as ‘enterprise amnesia.’ 
Studies, for example, conducted for a major retailer found 
that out of every 1000 employees hired, two had been 
previously arrested for stealing from the same store for 
which they had been rehired[5][10]. 

Historically, advanced analytics have been used, among 
other things, to analyze large data sets in order to find 
patterns that can help isolate key variables to build predictive 
models for decision-making. Companies use advanced 
analytics with data mining to optimize their customer  
relationships [5][12], law enforcement agencies use 
advanced analytics to combat criminal activity from 
terrorism to tax evasion to identify theft[13]. 

III. CHARACTERISTICS OF BIG DATA

Big data can be described by many characteristics of 
data, namely, volume, variety, velocity, variability, veracity, 
complexity as shown figure 1 and discussed in [1]. 

A. Volume 
Volume refers to the quantity of generated data. It is 

important as the size of the data determines the value and 
potential of the data under consideration and whether it can 
actually be considered big data or not. The name ‘big data’ 
itself means a term related to size, and hence it is the most 
important characteristic of big data. 

B. Variety 
The type of content is an essential fact that data analysts 

must know. This helps people who are associated with and 
analyze the data to effectively use the data to their advantage 
and thus uphold its importance. 

C. Velocity 
Velocity refers to the speed at which the data is generated 

and processed. In this context, high velocity is also a great 
challenge in the path of growth and development. 
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D. Variability 
The inconsistency the data show, at times, can hamper 

the process of handling and managing of data.  

E. Veracity 
The quality of captured data varies greatly. Accurate 

analysis depends on the veracity of source data. 

Fig. 1  Characteristics of Big Data 

F. Complexity 
Data management can be very complex, especially when 

large volumes of data come from multiple sources. Data 
must be linked, connected, and correlated so users can grasp 
the information the data is supposed to convey. Factory work 
and Cyber-physical systems may have a 6C system: 

• Connection (sensor and networks)
• Cloud (computing and data on demand)
• Cyber (model and memory)
• Content/context (meaning and correlation)
• Community (sharing and collaboration)
• Customization (personalization and value)
• 

IV.PROCESSING OF BIG DATA

Accelerated processing of huge data sets is made possible 
by four primary technologies [1]: 

A.Grid Computings 
A centrally managed grid infrastructure provides 

dynamic workload balancing, high availability and parallel 
processing for data management, analytics and reporting. 
Multiple applications and users can share a grid environment 
for efficient use of hardware capacity and faster 
performance, while IT can incrementally add resources as 
needed. 

B.Database Processings 
Moving relevant data management, analytics and 

reporting tasks to where the data resides improves speed to 
insight, reduces data movement and promotes better data 
governance. Using the scalable architecture offered by third-
party databases, in-database processing reduces the time 
needed to prepare data and build, deploy and update 
analytical models. 

C.Memory analytics 
Quickly solve complex problems using big data and 

sophisticated analytics in an unfettered manner. Use 
concurrent, in-memory, multiuse access to data and rapidly 
run new scenarios or complex analytical computations. 
Instantly explore and visualize data. Quickly create and 
deploy analytical models. Solve dedicated, industry-specific 
business challenges by processing detailed data in-memory 
within a distributed environment, rather than on a disk. 

D.Hadoops 
Hadoop is an open source framework for storing and 

processing large datasets using clusters of commodity 
hardware. Hadoop is designed to scale up to hundreds and 
even thousands of nodes and is also highly fault tolerant [6] 
[14].Distributed File System (HDFS) is a file system that is 
used to store data across cluster of commodity machines 
while providing high availability and fault tolerance [6] 
[15].HDFS is distributed file system for storing and 
retrieving data for Map Reduce and help to executes jobs for 
users. Hadoopp form the cluster of data nodes and stored at 
an on spaceutilization of data nodes on cluster [6] 
[16[18].Map/Reduce in distributed is currently using by 
Google [4] [17]. 

Initially researchers developed a distributed database [4] 
[20] and for maintaining the work load parallel database 
system [8] both were successful. Change in data access is 
major issue in front of distributed and parallel data, to 
resolve that a new class of system definitions i.e. Key Value. 
Map Reduce paradigm [4] [22] and its open source 
implementation platform Hadoop is basically is a solution of 
this problem of distributed and parallel databases. 

Support for Hadoop. You can bring the power of SAS 
Analytics to the Hadoop framework (which stores and 
processes large volumes of data on commodity hardware). 
SAS provides seamless and transparent data access to 
Hadoop as just another data source, where Hive-based tables 
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appear native to SAS. You can develop data management 
processes or analytics using SAS tools – while optimizing 
run-time execution using Hadoop Distributed Process 
Capability or SAS environments. With SAS Information 
Management, you can effectively manage data and 
processing in the Hadoop environment [1]. 

We believe the best way to frame why Big Data is 
important is to share with you a number of our real customer 
experiences regarding usage patterns they are facing (and 
problems they are solving) with an IBM Big Data platform. 
These patterns represent great Big Data opportunities—
business problems that weren’t easy to solve before—and 
help you gain an understanding of how big Data can help 
you (or how it’s helping your competitors make you less 
competitive if you’re not paying attention). 

V. USE OF BIG DATE 

A.IT for IT Log Analytics 
Log analytics is a common use case for an inaugural Big 

Data project. We like to refer to all those logs and trace data 
that are generated by the operation of your IT solutions as 
data exhaust. Enterprises have lots of data exhaust, and it’s 
pretty much a pollutant fit’s just left around for a couple of 
hours or days in case of emergency and simply purged. 
Because we believe data exhaust has concentrated value, and 
IT shops need to figure out a way to store and extract value 
from it. Some of the value derived from data ex-trans formed 
into value-added click-stream data that records every 
gesture, click, and movement made on a web site [7]. 

• eBay.com uses two data warehouses at
7.5 petabytes . 

• Amazon.com handles millions of back-end opera- 
tions every day.

• Facebook handles 50 billion photos from its user
base.

• Google is handling roughly 100 billion searches
per month.

B.Fraud Detection Pattern 

Fraud detection comes up a lot in the financial services 
vertical ,but if you look around, you will find it in any sort 
of claims –or transaction-based environment (online 
auctions, insurance claims, under writing entities , and so 
on).Pretty much any where  some sort of financial 
transaction is involved presents a potential for misuse and 
the ubiquitous specter of fraud. If you Leverage Big Data 
platform, you have the opportunities to do more than you 
have ever done before to identify it or, better yet, stop it. 
Several challenges in the fraud detection pattern are directly 
attributable to solely utilizing conventional technologies .The 
most common, and recurring, theme you will see across all 
Big Data patterns is limits on what can be stored as well as 
available computer sources to process your intentions. 
Without Big Data technologies, these factors limit what can 
be modeled .Less data equals constrained modeling. What’s 
more, highly dynamic environments commonly have cyclical 

fraud patterns that come and go in hours, days, or weeks. If 
the data used to identify or bolster new fraud detection 
models is not available with low latency, by the time you 
discover these new patterns,    it’s too late and some damage 
has already been done [7]. 

C.Medical Field 

The healthcare industry historically has generated large 
amounts of data, driven by record keeping, compliance & 
regulatory requirements, and patient care [3] [25]. While 
most data is stored in hard copy form, the current trend is 
toward rapid digitization of these large amounts of data. 
Driven by mandatory requirements and the potential to 
improve the quality of healthcare delivery meanwhile 
reducing the costs, these massive quantities of data (known 
as ‘big data’) hold the promise of supporting a wide range of 
medical and healthcare functions, including among others 
clinical decision support, disease surveillance, and 
population health management [3] [26][27][28][29]. Reports 
say data from the U.S. healthcare system alone reached, in 
2011, 150 exabytes. At this rate of growth, big data for U.S. 
healthcare will soon reach the zettabyte (1021 gigabytes) 
scale and, not long after, the yottabyte (1024 gigabytes) [3] 
[30]. Existing analytical techniques can be applied to the vast 
amount of existing (but currently unanalyzed) patient-related 
health and medical data to reach a deeper understanding of 
outcomes, which then can be applied at the point of care. 
Ideally, individual and population data would inform each 
physician and her patient during the decision-making process 
and help determine the most appropriate treatment option for 
that particular patient. 

D.Manufacturing 
 Big data provides an infrastructure for transparency in 

manufacturing industry, which is the ability to unravel 
uncertainties such as inconsistent component performance 
and availability. Big Data Analytics for Manufacturing 
Applications can be based on a 5C architecture (connection, 
conversion, cyber, cognition, and configuration). 

E.Retail 
Walmart handles more than 1 million customer 

transactions every hour. 

F.Banking 
FICO Card Detection System protects accounts world-

wide. The volume of business data worldwide, across all 
companies, doubles every 1.2 years, according to estimates. 

G. Real estate 
Windermere Real Estate uses anonymous GPS signals 

from nearly 100 million drivers to help new home buyers 
determine their typical drive times to and from work 
throughout various times of the day. 

H. Science 
The Large Hadron Collider experiments represent about 

150 million sensors delivering data 40 million times per 
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second. There are nearly 600 million collisions per second. 
After filtering and refraining from recording more than 
99.99995% of these streams, there are 100 collisions of 
interest per second. 

V.CONCLUSION 

Big data refers to structured, unstructured and semi 
structured data which means data is having variety. Big Data 
is also referred to huge data set having really huge 
magnitude, (really a huge volume). 

This article explores that big data analytics are asset of 
advanced technologies designed to work with large volumes 
of heterogeneous data leading to improved performance via 
data driven decision making. They also help in improving 
the outcomes by reducing the cost in different fields like IT, 
Fraud detection, Medical, Retail, Banking, Manufacturing, 
Real estate etc. Moreover, the analytical tools have made it 
possible to analyze and manage huge amount of data 
resolving scalability issues. So Big data technologies are 
foreseen as to not only support the ability to collect large 
amounts, but more importantly, the ability to understand and 
take advantage of its full value. 
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